Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) Meeting #2

MU 246 Coconino
10.5.18
Welcome:

Introductions

Clarin Collins, Director of Scholarly Initiatives

Thank you to...

Carleen Bobrowski, Wendy Van Duyn and ALAB
Punya Mishra, Office of Scholarship & Innovation
Meredith Toth, Digital Learning
Amy Markos, Clinical Assistant Professor
Medha Dalal, LLT doctoral candidate
Goals for today

- Revisit SoTL opportunities within your practice
- Learn about ALAB
- Identify collective & individual SoTL interests
What is SoTL? discovery, reflection, and use of evidence to research effective teaching and student learning

Who can be involved in SoTL? Anyone interested in examining their own teaching practice, engaging in research opportunities related to SoTL (including fellowship or grant writing opportunities) and/or collaborating with others on lines of research or inquiry related to SoTL.
Areas of teaching practice

1. Student Success & Efficacy
2. Course/program outcomes & Engagement
3. Course design/pedagogy
Action Lab
Presentation and overview
Things that make you go hmmm...about your experiences teaching
Turning this tension into question...

then the data I use might be...
share out
Next Steps…

- Identify research question(s) you plan to pursue
- Have an idea of data and research design needed
- What support do you need?
- Fellowship/grant opportunities
Next SoTL Meeting:
Friday, October 26th
10 am - 12 pm
Payne 129, WORKSHOP

Friday, November 9th
11:30 - 1:30 pm
Payne 129, IRB brown bag & WORKSHOP